Kiss – Prince
(Key of A, 112 BPM) – Revised (last note) 1/25/10

Intro  Gtr: (E9,E9,E9,"Unh") all: (A)-3X (A)

V1    “You don’t have to be beautiful...”
      (A7)-8X (D9)-4X (A7)-4X
      (E9)-2X (D9)-2X (E9)-2X
      (D9) (E9,E9,E9, “Kiss”)

Fill  (A)-3X (A)

V2    (same) “You got not to talk dirty...”

Fill  (same)

Solo  Gtr: (A7)-8X (D9)-4X (A7)-3X (A)

V3    “Women not girls rule my world...”
      (Am7)-8X (D9)-4X (Am7)-4X
      (E9)-2X (D9)-2X (E9)-2X
      (D9) Gtr: (E9,E9,E9,-) All: (E9 w/ “Kiss”)